Tragedy And Social Consciousness Bring A Voice To New
Poetry Collection
Rising From Closed Doors And Heartbreak
For Immediate Release
Sacramento, CA – In this poignant collection by debut author Natasha Head, we get a firsthand
look at her very personal disappointments and tragedies. This collection touches on social and
political real-life issues that we all face. You will quickly find a personal connection as you read
this powerful poetry collection.
How can we transform our hearts and minds into what we’ve always desired for ourselves, when our
struggles in adversity make us feel like we have Nothing Left to Lose? Follow Nova Scotia poet,
Natasha Head, as she navigates through the chaos of life’s travels, and finds the courage to document
her search for meaning and purpose. This captivating collection of work will leave you with hope,
and the necessary encouragement to break through the barriers of your world.

Nothing Left to Lose is a 112 page poetry collection. Available on paperback with a retail price
of $13.99, and eBook with a retail price of $5.99. The ISBN is: 978-0-9851548-1-3.
Published through Winter Goose Publishing and available now through all major online retailers.
For more information or to request a review copy, contact Winter Goose Publishing at
info@wintergoosepublishing.
About Natasha Head:
Residing on Canada’s scenic east coast, Natasha Head has been expressing herself through
poetry as far back as she can remember. She has recently published her first poetry
collection, Nothing Left to Lose, and participated in the collaborative work, Inspiration Speaks,
both through Winter Goose Publishing. Her poetry blog, The Tashtoo Parlour, is a vibrant
example of her work in progress, and she is proud to be a recurring host of the popular
OpenLinkNight at dVersePoets.
About Winter Goose Publishing:
Winter Goose Publishing is an independent publisher founded in 2011. We are a royalty-paying
publisher dedicated to putting out the best literature in prose, poetry and art; covering a variety of
genres. You can visit wintergoosepublishing.com for more information or email
info@wintergoosepublishing.
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